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Abstract
This article considers affinities between artistic and scientific evaluations. Objectivity has been widely studied, as it is thought the foundation for legitimate judgments of truth. Yet we know comparatively little about subjectivity apart from its characterization as the obstacle to objective knowledge. In this article, I examine how subjectivity operates as an epistemic virtue in artistic evaluation, which is an especially interesting field for study given the accepted relativism of taste. Data are taken from interviews with 30 book reviewers drawn from major American newspapers including The New York Times, The Los Angeles Times, The Washington Post, and others. The data reveal that critics invest in a set of strategies to effectively ‘objectivize’ the subjectivity intrinsic to artistic evaluation, which I refer to collectively as strategies for maintaining critical distance. I argue that the concrete procedures for producing legitimate judgment in the world of art can be usefully compared to the norms for legitimate judgment in science.
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Introduction

[1]n judgments of taste and in judgments of truth, we approach intersubjectivity from different directions, but that is where, in both cases, we tend to wind up. (Shapin, 2012: 7)

Objectivity is often thought the foundation for fair and legitimate judgment in science. Many studies, such as analyses of peer review, have problematized this ideal by pointing
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to how emotions, interpersonal dynamics, idiosyncratic preference, and other forms of subjectivity come to play roles in evaluative processes (Cole et al., 1978; Langfeldt, 2004; Travis and Collins, 1991).

In the present analysis, I contribute to our understanding of subjectivity as a mode of knowledge making rather than as a mere impediment to objective evaluation. I use the world of artistic judgment as my case study: specifically, how book reviewers evaluate the quality of new fiction. This is a good case because of the generally accepted subjectivity of taste. The Latin proverb ‘De gustibus non est disputandum’ translates as ‘There’s no arguing for taste’. And there is no arguing for taste because it is understood to be subjective, idiosyncratic, and thus inarguable, since it is irrational (Shapin, 2012). This suggests interesting questions for those interested in objectivity and subjectivity in producing judgments: If aesthetic taste is subjective, what distinguishes legitimate and illegitimate aesthetic judgment? What are the customary rules for deploying one’s taste?

The link between subjectivity and legitimacy in evaluation has been discussed by others. Bourdieu (1983, 1989, 1993, 1996) addresses the topic of how artistic and academic value is produced in *Homo Academicus* and his writing on the field of cultural production. He argues that agents, such as scholars and art critics, are engaged in constant competition with one another to have their own definitions of excellence accepted as ‘commonsense’ in the field. Lamont (2009) goes beyond the idea that evaluative criteria simply reflect competitive dynamics in a field to assess the range of meanings that evaluators attach to evaluative criteria when assessing scientific excellence in the context of peer review panels. Work elsewhere has established how formal evaluative criteria effectively functions to transform personal taste into a more general form (Shrum, 1996). But here I contribute insights into the socio-cognitive processes behind the deployment of these discourses, that is, how critics’ perception of literary quality is formed by broader norms concerning legitimate evaluation.

In this study, I am also interested in the social grounds of evaluation and the legitimation of particular evaluative criteria; however, I venture away from thinking about how value is produced to consider how the legitimacy of individual judgments are established. By value, I do not mean the perceived ‘accuracy’ or ‘truth’ of an evaluative judgment. The focus here is on process: How do social actors come to think of their aesthetic appraisals as good ones, and thus valuable, given the subjectivity of taste? This is an important process to understand because the means by which actors generate what they consider legitimate judgments will likely shape the final value that is produced.

To examine these questions, I interviewed 30 book critics who have written fiction reviews for major newspapers, including *The New York Times*, *The Guardian*, and *The Washington Post*. I asked critics to reflect upon their review process, including the practical steps they took to arrive at an assessment of its aesthetic quality. Book reviewers were the first to acknowledge the subjectivity of their literary judgments, yet they were also invested in practices and customary norms that collectively ‘objectivize’ literary judgments, transforming them into reasoned and valid evaluations, while simultaneously acknowledging the subjectivity of taste.

In what follows, I provide a review and comparison of epistemic norms for legitimate evaluation in scientific and artistic fields. Following that I provide a detailed look at the four strategies of critical distance: (1) recognizing conflicts of interest, (2) preserving critical autonomy, (3) evidence-based reviewing, and (4) reflexive reading. To
explore why book critics should be so concerned with objectivizing their opinions given the accepted relativism of taste, I examine a negative case wherein a reviewer describes his failure to maintain critical distance. I conclude by considering how the rules and concrete procedures critics describe for producing legitimate judgment in art are similar or different from the case of science.

**Epistemic rules for judgments of ‘taste’ and ‘truth’**

Evaluation is an important part of knowledge production since it is through evaluative processes that standards of excellence are defined and reproduced (Bourdieu, 1984; Lamont and Huutoniemi, 2012). Just as definitions of value vary across contexts, so do the norms for what constitutes legitimate evaluation (Huutoniemi, 2012). Knorr-Cetina (1999) emphasizes the importance of context in her concept of epistemic cultures: the practical, symbolic, and material settings that structure what types of knowledge are produced and valued. We can similarly think of *evaluative cultures*, which vary by their methods of comparison (i.e. ranking or rating), evaluative criteria, customary rules, and other facets, which constrain how evaluators behave and inform the contents of their judgments (Lamont, 2009, 2012).

*Customary rules* refer to the taken-for-granted norms governing what is considered appropriate behavior for social actors engaged in evaluation (Lamont, 2009). These rules range from substantive issues (i.e. what criteria are ‘irrelevant’) to epistemic issues (i.e. bracketing self-interest) and even norms for interacting with others (i.e. deferring to others’ expertise in peer-evaluation settings). Fairness in evaluation is the ‘collective outcome’ of following these rules (Lamont and Huutoniemi, 2012). In addition, procedural fairness increases the perceived legitimacy of the resulting judgment (Clay-Warner et al., 2005; Johnson and Hegtvedt, 2009).

The customary rules for fair and legitimate judgment in science are tied to norms of objectivity (Merton, 1973). Objectivity is associated with reason and rationality, while subjectivity is typically positioned opposite, as its ‘photographic negative’ (Daston and Galison, 2007: 379) or objectivity’s ‘doppelgänger’ (Shapin, 2012). Gieryn (1983) relays how science has been historically defined as ‘objective knowledge free from emotion, private interest, bias or prejudice’ in direct opposition to the ‘subjective and emotional’ character of religion and other fields (p. 785). The exact rules and procedures for achieving objectivity, however, evolve along with the ideal of objectivity itself.

In their history of objectivity as an epistemic virtue, Daston and Galison (2007) note that in the 19th century, norms of mechanical objectivity prevailed such that researchers endeavored to remove all traces of individual intuition and interpretation, for example, through photography to ‘quiet the observer so nature could be heard’ (p. 785). By the 20th century, however, scientists’ interpretations were reconceived as productive rather than distorting. Researchers’ interpretations and intuitions were seen as productive for knowledge making, though scientists were expected to sort between productive intuitions and ones that were misleading and better discarded. This skill was honed through years of professional training, which is why Daston and Galison (2007) refer to this epistemic style as ‘trained judgment’.

Why draw upon the world of scientific judgment to understand the role of subjectivity in evaluating art? At first glance, it appears that the two are worlds apart.
While customary rules for scientific judgment attempt (albeit unsuccessfully) to excise subjectivity from evaluation, subjectivity in artistic judgment is not seen as something to be bracketed but as a tool for producing knowledge in the field. And it is generally assumed that differences of artistic opinion cannot be resolved through rational or empirically grounded argument because aesthetic judgment is a matter of taste, which is personal, emotional, and idiosyncratic (Karpik, 2010). The epistemic culture of the artistic world appears to be like that of the scientific world reversed.

I argue that the differences between judgments about fact and fiction are likely overdrawn. Studies of scientific peer review provide many examples of how various forms of subjectivity manifest in the process of adjudicating scientific knowledge, including preconceived views of what constitutes ‘good science’ (Daston and Galison, 2007; Mahoney, 1977; Travis and Collins, 1991), debate about what legitimate criteria and methods for evaluation (Dirk, 1999; Guetzkow et al., 2004; Langfeldt, 2001; Laudel, 2006; Roy, 1985), and interactional dynamics among evaluators (Lamont, 2009; Lamont and Huutoniemi, 2012; Langfeldt, 2004; Olbrecht and Bornmann, 2010). These studies document how actors have been unsuccessful in eradicating subjectivity from knowledge-making processes. Furthermore, these works suggest that emotions, morals, interactional dynamics, and other ‘extra-cognitive’ considerations are intrinsic to the evaluation process, and thus, they cannot be seen as extraneous contaminants (Lamont, 2009; Mansilla et al., 2010).

The goal of the present analysis is to move beyond binary thinking about objectivity in aesthetic and scientific judgments. I achieve this by examining the concrete steps critics take when adjudicating matters of artistic quality and find that some customary rules for producing legitimate judgment in art and science bear significant similarities.

Data and methods

The study is based on in-depth interviews with 30 fiction critics who reviewed for prominent American newspapers. I use the terms ‘critics’ and ‘reviewers’ interchangeably to refer to those people who write reviews for a general newspaper audience. Participants were selected using the following procedure. I began by generating a list of the names of people who had published in 2007 a fiction review in one of three newspapers. Respondents were then randomly selected from list of names and invited to participate in the study. I do not specify which papers I used to generate the original list of names to preserve the anonymity of my respondents, but the publications were selected based on a combination of criteria including their having (1) among the largest national circulation numbers, (2) comparable targeted audiences, and (3) a reputation for paying attention to books. For example, USA Today and the Wall Street Journal are among the more widely circulated papers but do not have stand-alone book sections. And while I used only three publications to generate my initial population of reviewers, all of my informants have reviewed for multiple publications, among them The New York Times, Los Angeles Times, The Washington Post, Chicago Tribune, The New Yorker, The Guardian, The Times (UK), and other news outlets.
There were 14 women and 16 men in the sample. The majority were ‘occasional’ reviewers, meaning that in addition to writing reviews, they make their living through freelance journalism, teaching English or Creative Writing at the college level, writing books, or more likely a combination of all the above. Only four of my respondents had full-time staff positions with a newspaper as book critics or book section editors at the time of the interview. Discussions with industry informants (publicists and book section editors) suggest that this is a typical sample. Newspapers have greatly diminished the space allotted for book reviewing, with many stand-alone book sections being folded into general ‘Entertainment’ sections due to the changing economics of print publishing. With less space for book reviews, there are fewer review assignments and a lower demand for full-time book critics on staff. The editor for a major east coast newspaper book section estimates that there are probably only 12 full-time critics left in America, and other informants estimate that it cannot be ‘more than a handful’.

Interviews were conducted over the telephone and typically lasted 60–90 minutes, during which time I asked critics to tell me their thoughts about what made for good fiction and how they went about the task of book reviewing. Despite widespread interest in evaluation, little work has investigated evaluation as a phenomenological practice (Boltanski and Thévenot, 2006; Bourdieu, 1977; Chong, 2011, Lamont, 2009; Shapin, 1996, 2012). The interviews provided critics with the opportunity to explore ideas and assumptions about their practice, upon which they had not explicitly reflected, since reviewing is a very informally organized professional activity (Pool, 2007). Furthermore, customary rules for evaluation are not often formally articulated but become apparent when criticizing or praising the practices of others (Lamont, 2009). This makes a phenomenological look at evaluation all the more important for understanding the concrete steps actors take when producing what they consider to be legitimate judgments of quality or worth.

**Strategies for maintaining critical distance**

In *Science in Action*, Latour (1987) follows the production of scientific ‘facts’ (i.e. black-boxing processes). These include the rallying of ‘allies’, the use of instruments, and trials of strength that test the relation between instruments and the scientists who interpret their data. Scientists are meant to report on whatever facts and data their instruments reveal. But if a critic (or ‘dissenter’) can show that a researcher’s interpretation has been distorted by some kind of subjectivity, then the scientist is revealed as a ‘subjective individual’ rather than an ‘objective representative’ of the empirical world (p. 78). And the scientific claim in question becomes less a ‘fact’.

Book critics recognize that their reviews reflect their individual assessment of a book and that other readers and reviewers are likely to differ in their opinions. However, critics do aspire to objectively represent the content and quality of the novels in question, though not in the sense of being ‘right’ in any universal way. Critics aspire to some form of generality in their artistic judgments: their reviews should reflect their judgment as connoisseurs, not simply reflect their preferences as private consumers. So how do critics accomplish this balance between the particularities of taste and the generality of the judgments conveyed in their reviews?
Book reviewers engage in specific practices to accomplish what I term critical distance, which is an epistemic virtue characterized by critical autonomy and achieving an optimal balance of distance and engagement. The customary rules associated with this epistemological style include (1) recognizing conflicts of interest, (2) preserving critical autonomy, (3) reflexive reading, and (4) evidence-based reviewing. I detail the contents of each critical distance strategy, demonstrating how they effectively transform evaluators’ individual tastes into reasoned and legitimate representations of a book’s quality.

**Recognizing conflicts of interest: to recuse or not to recuse**

The first decision that a book reviewer must make is whether or not to accept a review assignment. Because it is common practice to invite novelists to review the work of other novelists, this can introduce conflicts of interest into reviewing. One critic explains that he avoids putting himself in situations where he reviews a book by someone he knows because ‘you are tempted to skew somehow, you know’? And if you review ‘someone who is a friend, you might artificially inflate your review. Or, somebody who is not a friend, you might artificially depress your review’. Recusing oneself in situations where a preexisting relation precludes one from writing an unprejudiced review is crucial to the perceived fairness of the review process.

Preexisting relations can be personal or professional, though sometimes the two overlap:

- It’s hard not to have met someone as a writer if you’re in the literary game over time.

- But there’s a difference between having met someone and knowing them, or spending a week at their house on the coast in the summer, or something.

The tightness of literary communities means that the simple fact of personal acquaintance is an impractical criterion for recusing oneself. Instead, it is a question of what degree of familiarity is sufficiently compromising. The above critic draws the line at summering at someone’s home. Another critic was offered this folk wisdom:

- Somebody once told me, ‘You can review a book by people you know who are acquaintances, but if you know the names of their children, you shouldn’t review them’.

Critics are very conscious of how habits and bonds of friendship might compromise their ability to be critical as readers and reviewers. So they do their best to avoid such situations by not reviewing work by writers with whom they are too friendly.

- Critics are also aware of how even indirect professional ties could bias a review. One reviewer explains:

- I know friends that have gotten nasty reviews, for example, from a reviewer who was turned down by their editor, or turned down by their agent.
[T]hey have never met the writer. It’s not like they’re old high school buddies. There is no real personal connection, except they have a little axe to grind … their ego is a little bruised, and … they’re picking up the book saying, ‘What’s so good about this? Why did the agent take this book and not mine? Why did the editor take this book and not mine? Why did this person get this prize and not me?’

The critic describes how bruised egos and a sense of competition between the writer of the book and the writer of the review can bias a critic’s judgment. In this case, the reviewer might be tempted to be unduly ‘nasty’, at which point the review ceases to be a representation of the book’s quality and becomes a reflection of the reviewer’s own career frustrations. Interestingly, critics were less likely to be concerned with the opposite possibility – of reviewers and writers who shared publishers or agents being tempted to positively skew their reviews because of their shared professional association. Critics were more concerned about undue criticism than undue praise. Pool (2007) observes this asymmetry when reflecting on legal cases brought against reviewers who concerned undeserved slander rather than undeserved acclaim.

Even before turning the first page of a book, reviewers stress how important it is to screen for personal and professional conflicts of interest that might preclude them from fairly assessing of a novel. When critics describe this first task of deciding to take a review assignment, more than considerations of time or money, critics frame this as an ethical decision.

Of course, avoiding conflicts of interest is not solely a matter of personal moral conviction. Reviews are not anonymous: they are published with the reviewers’ names printed in the articles’ bylines. And many critics can bring to mind examples where the reviewer ‘had no business’ writing about another author because of some known relationship: ‘I’ve seen many times people reviewing other people who I know damn well are friends of theirs, and I think, no fucking way should they … review this book!’ Such instances undermine not only the validity of the review but also the reputation and credibility of the reviewer when readers sense that a review is being used to advance a personal agenda (‘That person had an axe to grind’).

In summary, critics recognized that social ties – both personal and professional, positive and negative – can hinder their ability to be sufficiently critical. And this would compromise the integrity of their reviews since their judgments would be based on a preexisting relationship rather than a reasoned assessment of the book at hand.

**Preserving the purity of one’s opinion: peers and other contaminating influences**

Beyond the prejudicing influences of friendship and professional acquaintance, critics were wary of how the opinions of other reviewers could influence their own judgment. It is not uncommon for reviews of the same book to be published around the same time since newspapers report on the same pool of newly published fiction. This creates a situation where reviewers can read what other critics have said about the same book they are reviewing.

Some critics are tempted to read others’ reviews to make sure they ‘got it [the book] right’. This insecurity relates to the radical uncertainty of artistic quality (Karpik,
2010). But respondents were clear that they would only consult others’ reviews after they had submitted their own – never beforehand:

I try not to read other people’s reviews of until I’m done with my own piece … most of us [critics] like to think that we are not easily influenced. And I’ve come to learn that is not true.

* * *

[I’ll read others’ reviews] sometimes afterwards, but never before or during; it’s just way too confusing. It’s – I mean, you think that you are good enough and pure enough, but you just aren’t. Their phrases, their opinions and their tones, it just stains you instantly.

Critics felt strongly about preserving the autonomy of their opinions, here described in terms of ‘purity’ and avoiding the potential ‘stain’ of peer opinions (Douglas, 2002 [1966]). This may be related to the fact that reading (and reviewing) is often thought of as a solitary relation between a reader and a book (Nell, 1988). And critics felt that they must protect this personal relation from contaminating exterior influences.

Concern about the ‘purity’ of critics’ judgments extends to contempt for the outside influence of commercial interests (Bourdieu, 1993). When I asked one reviewer about whether he consults other critics’ reviews, he replied:

Reviewer: Oh, no, never. Never, never, never … not only don’t I look at reviews of books I’m reviewing, I don’t even look at the publicity material that comes with the book. I just throw it out as soon as I open the envelope, the book. I never look at that material, no.

Interviewer: Can I ask you why?

Reviewer: I don’t want my reading clouded by anything that doesn’t have to do with the book itself. I don’t want my opinion biased … that to me is so extraneous and that’s wrong.

Here again, the critic foregrounds the book and its reader as the only relevant beings for assessing a book’s quality. The publicity material that accompanies the novel is not ‘the book itself’, it is ‘extraneous’ to the reader–book relation, and thus, it is ‘wrong’ to consider in this evaluative context.

What critics are describing here and above are efforts to preserve the legitimacy of their judgment by reducing the epistemic context to reader–book relation. And anything outside of critics’ personal experience of reading a novel was seen as extraneous, irrelevant, and thus corrupting. By limiting their evaluative criteria to the logic of artistic appreciation (e.g. the reading experience), critics’ judgments are less vulnerable to attack for considering irrelevant information (e.g. their judgments are seen as legitimate). Thus far I have shown how critics made efforts to remove external sources of bias, including conflicts of interests related to friendships or grudges as well as preserving the autonomy of their literary judgments by avoiding outside influences. I now consider how critics manage internal sources of bias in reviewing.
Evidence-based reviewing

When reflecting upon the review process, many critics felt that the most difficult task was not the evaluation itself but conveying to readers why they reached a particular conclusion. When I asked how critics knew whether they liked a book, they could offer only vague responses: ‘I just know if I like it or if I don’t’. ‘Well, to some degree, it’s instinctive’. ‘I don’t think it’s anything more complicated than a gut reaction’. The apparent unintelligibility of this evaluative moment is not unique to fiction. It has also been observed in other cultural forms including curatorial work (Acord, 2010) and fine cuisine (Leschziner, 2010). What these studies have in common is that the first ‘indicator’ of artistic quality is embodied: an emotional response.

The challenge becomes translating these personal emotional reactions into a reasoned review. As one reviewer explains: ‘When a book is good, a book is good. And I’ll identify it usually in a very sort of visceral, maybe even primitive emotional manner. It just has to hit me that way’. This critic describes her ability to decipher the value of a book in embodied terms (i.e. ‘visceral’ and ‘primitive’ reactions), but goes on to say, ‘[I]t’s my job to articulate emotion in a rational format’. Critics have to move from knowledge that is embodied or instinctive to knowledge built on rational arguments.

Many critics report feeling ‘engaged’ or ‘absorbed’ by successful fiction:

A novel succeeds if it engages me so deeply that I find myself reading without awareness of anything else that’s happening. I’m completely engaged in that creative world ...

When you are in the hands of a really good writer, you believe there is something fundamentally real about the world they’re creating. The problem with a writer who isn’t as good is that, within pages, you are seeing what you are reading as a construct.

While critics disagreed on which specific titles best exemplified high-quality literature, they converged around the standard that good fiction allows the reader to be swept away into an author’s fictional landscape. And in the case of poor-quality fiction, bad writing is highly visible and can, because of it is apparent artificiality, obstruct the reader’s attempt to become engaged in the story (‘you are reading a construct’). Thus, a novel’s quality is evidenced by the affective experience of reading.

Critics also made reference to emotions as indicators of a book’s quality when recalling why they gave particular books positive or negative reviews. But these emotional indicators were framed as properties of the novels themselves. Take, for example, one reviewer who recalls a recent novel he reviewed favorably and describes as:

Very sympathetic. Very moving. Very funny. It was a great example of technical skill, [the writer’s] ability to construct stories in these different voices.

The critic describes the merits of this novel in emotional terms (i.e. ‘sympathetic’, ‘moving’, and ‘funny’). And he takes these emotional qualities as objective evidence of the author’s ‘technical skill’. The idea that readers’ emotional responses are conjured by the force of author’s talent exemplifies what Bourdieu (1996) called the ‘charismatic
ideology of “creation” (pp. 167–169; see also Becker, 1982). Such an enchanted conception of the artist obscures the role that critics (and art dealers, publishers, and other consecrating institutions) play in actively producing the value of cultural goods (Becker, 1982; Bourdieu, 1996).

Sometimes critics addressed their emotional experiences more directly. This was more often the case when critics described why they gave books bad reviews:

I guess the last book I hated was an historical novel […] You just never knew anything – and after 528 pages! So that was a terrible book and aroused my wrath.

[The book] was extremely annoying to me, and in fact provoked a lot of hostility in me, but I had to really think about why … everything was a hot concept.

These critics explicitly refer to their personal emotional responses to the novels (i.e. ‘hate’ and ‘hostility’). As with the previous example, however, even these internal reactions are understood as the impersonal effects of the books themselves. They are external to critics because they are reactions to the technical failings of the object they are evaluating. Critics’ emotional responses become properties of the texts as an effect of the writing – and evidence of the novel’s quality.

**Reflexive reading: reading like a scientist**

Given critics’ emphasis on the embodied nature and private intimacy of the reading experience, how did they manage to move beyond their idiosyncrasies as readers and offer a general assessment? I found that critics turn their subjective experience of books into an object of scrutiny. This involves taking a reflexive reading approach, as a reviewer describes in the following:

My process was to read this book and to constantly stop and look at the page and think, ‘Was that really good?’ I mean, I just thought I read something that was really good, but … I had to try to interrogate the reading experience.

Here, the reviewer describes a hypothesis that the book is really good. But he then describes distancing himself from his immediate reaction to ‘interrogate’ it from a different perspective. These two perspectives suggest a double-reading strategy. There is what one respondent described as the ‘civilian’ reading, which is reading for the sheer pleasure and enjoyment of experiencing a story. And then there is the ‘critical’ reading, which interrogates a book and ‘tests’ the critic’s hypothesis through analyses of language, structure, and plot to answer the question: ‘Was that really good?’ What is significant about reflexive reading is the a priori presumption that critics can separate their critical and personal sensibilities and that they can somehow ‘check’ the influences of one with the other. The same critic goes on to explain how he vets his initial impressions of the book through tests of formal critical vocabulary and devices: for example, taking a closer look at the book’s ‘perky tone’ and the ‘intelligence of the writing and the structure’.

Another critic describes a similar reflexivity when describing a time he reviewed a book negatively because the author’s voice was ‘irritating’:
[It’s] one of those things where you look at it and you go, ‘Hmm, I’m having a negative reaction to this. Is it my personal idiosyncrasy or is it that this book is not very good?’

The critic describes a moment of critical pause during which he suspends his immediate reading experience. And he investigates where his negative reactions are coming from: the civilian part (i.e. his ‘personal idiosyncrasy’) or the critical part that is simply evaluating a ‘not very good’ writer. By posing the question, the critic assumes that he is able to distinguish where his subjective preference ends and where the intrinsic qualities of the book begin. In effect, these critics engage in ‘trials of strength’ (Latour, 1987) that test to what extent critics are speaking on behalf of the book or their own own behalves as private consumers.

It is not so important whether or not critics are actually able to isolate their personal preferences from their professional opinions but that they believe these are ontologically separate realities: the ‘personal idiosyncrasy’ of the reviewer and the actual quality of the book. A common tool for successfully separating the two was through the use of direct quotations from the novels within the reviews. One critic explains it this way:

I usually like to use quotations because I like to let the book speak for itself … You don’t want it to be just a long string of quotations. You also don’t want to put a quotation in that, though it seems to fit your sort of thesis, the quotation isn’t representative in a way.

You know, every book has at least one bad sentence in it.

Many critics expressed a similar concern with how to accurately and fairly represent a novel. And using quotations allows the book to ‘speak for itself’ unmediated by the reviewer. The emphasis on foregrounding the book as an independent entity again reinforces the idea that critics were trying to objectively represent the content and quality of books in their reviews.

So far I have outlined the customary rules for producing fair evaluation in book reviewing. These include specific discursive and practical strategies that critics believe enable them to avoid external sources of bias (i.e. peer influence and conflicts of interest) as well as bracket internal sources of bias (i.e. through reflexive reading and evidence-based reviewing) and thus arrive at a more valid evaluation. But given the acceptance relativism of taste, what is the value added of attaining this critical distance? The value placed on critical distance as an epistemic practice is best illustrated by considering a negative case where a critic failed to maintain critical distance.

When critical distance fails

In the following example, a reviewer describes a time when he gave a book a positive review for the wrong reasons and conveys critics’ investment in critical distance:
I once reviewed a book [title and author removed] which is about an obsessive love affair, or a kind of failed love affair, but about a romantic obsession let’s say. I read it, frankly, too closely on the heels of having gone through a similar experience myself, which meant that I didn’t have enough critical distance. I didn’t realize it at the time, but … I identified too closely with the character and with the situation, which meant that I misread the book.

I liked the book a lot [and] I have no qualms about having given that book a positive review, but I gave it a positive review for the wrong – I saw the wrong stuff in the book.

The critic describes an instance where he failed to maintain critical distance, resulting in a ‘misreading’ of the book. He is referring here to a failure of judgment. The reviewer allowed his subjective self (in terms of his private romantic history) to intrude on his critical judgment: he ‘identified too closely’. While he has no qualms about having written a favorable review, what was problematic was the basis for this evaluation.

This same critic reflects in hindsight that while an affinity between reviewer and book is okay, the reviewer should be able to ‘step back and really assess the book without it becoming a piece of autobiography’. Good fiction is supposed to make one believe that there is something fundamentally real about the story whether or not it conforms to an individual’s specific experience. So while critics do not dispute the subjectivity of reading, they do believe that there are ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ ways to review a novel.

The difference between right and wrong concerns how critics manage their individual preferences as readers. What critics describe as part of their review process are the ways taste can be ‘reasoned’ and ‘rationalized’. By doing so, critics’ opinions move away from purely subjective responses toward a more intersubjective appraisal of the work. It is this approach toward intersubjectively intelligible judgments that best approximates an ideal of ‘objectivity’ in arts reviewing (Shapin, 2012). While art and science appear epistemologically opposed, with the objectivity of truth at one end and the subjectivity of taste on the other, in practice, intersubjectivity is where ‘we tend to wind up’. It is this intersubjective quality – enabled by critical distance – that is foundational for the perceived legitimacy of artistic (and other) forms of evaluation.

Critical distance is also an effective strategy for drawing boundaries around the critics’ cultural authority by distinguishing their opinions from those of the average reader (Abbott, 1988). The value of critics’ opinions is not evidenced by the valence of their aesthetic judgments alone. Determining artistic (literary) quality is an uncertain affair adjudicated by the application of personal taste. Critics rely on the relative ‘neutrality’ of their recommendations – resulting from an objectivizing review process – to legitimate their professional judgments. In other words, it is not the particular valence but the perceived validity of critics’ artistic judgments that distinguishes their opinions from that of the average reader. This is an especially important style of boundary making (Gieryn, 1983) because, unlike the world of peer review in science, the actual content of the expert knowledge that supposedly sets book reviewers apart from the average reader is less clear. Thus, critical distance enabled critics to acknowledge the subjectivity of taste while simultaneously attesting to the legitimacy of their professional artistic judgments.
Discussion and conclusion

At first, the epistemic logic of aesthetics appears like the scientific world reversed, whereas objectivity and rationality are prized in the case of scientific objects of knowledge, emotions, personal preference, and taste are fundamental ways of relating to artistic objects. However, by focusing on the concrete steps critics use take to judge quality, we can identify points of convergence in the evaluation of fact and fiction is established.

Subjectivity is never completely absent from evaluative processes: whether as an epistemic virtue in artistic appreciation or vice in the case of scientific judgment. But the two converge on a disciplined approach to incorporating subjectivity – including emotions, preferences, and intuitions – into their judgments. For book reviewers, this entailed reflexive reading, which enabled them to separate idiosyncratic responses from reasoned judgments about a book itself (reporting only on the latter). This echoes the disciplined use of subjectivity seen in the trained judgment discussed by Daston and Galison (2007), in which subjective intuitions can be useful, but only if wielded in a cautious and informed way by a trained expert.

Another point of convergence is evaluators’ concern with removing extraneous and potentially corrupting factors from an evaluative situation. For book critics, these factors included friendships or conflicts of interest that would positively or negatively bias their reviews. Critics are expected to avoid taking on reviews in such cases. In the world of scientific review, there are similar concerns about how personal and professional relations might bias the evaluative process. Scholars invited to review journal articles are similarly expected to recuse themselves if there are any relations that would preclude them from impartially adjudicating a work. And nepotism is an ongoing concern (Sandström and Hällste, 2007; Wennerås and Wold, 1997). There is a shared concern about the biasing influence of personal relations in judgments of artistic and scientific values, though the two worlds may vary in what they consider sufficiently corrupting social ties.5

Emotions also matter. Fiction is seen as intrinsically emotional objects and so reviewers of fiction use their emotions as instruments for detecting a novel’s quality: the better the book, the greater the emotional engagement. The place of emotions in science includes the emotional motivations and rewards for scientific work (Collins, 1998; Hermanowicz, 1998, 2003) and the importance of emotions like trust and commitment as a context for facilitating scientific work (Golden, 1994; Lamont, 2009; Mansilla et al., 2010; Parker and Hackett, 2012). But more could be done to develop how emotions act as a compass for directing scientific judgment, including how work is valued and how scientists decide on different courses of action (Barbalet, 2011; Polanyi, 1974).6

Book reviewers were also wary about letting the opinions of others shape their assessments and describe insulating themselves from the judgments of other critics. In contrast, consulting colleagues in scientific work is not only a source of distortion but can sometimes be a means to intellectual rigor.7 And the value of critical distance strategies likely depends on the context of reviewing.

Evaluations may take the form of single-author reviews or can take a more collaborative form such as panel deliberations. But neither form is exclusive to evaluation in art or science. In this article, I study single-author reviews written by literary critics,
but the sciences may also use single-author reviews for journal articles and academic books. Collaborative evaluation includes panel deliberations used to make funding decisions in the sciences or for selecting the winner of prizes in literature. In these contexts, to ignore the opinions of other members of the panel would be nonsensical if not detrimental. One fruitful avenue for future study would be to compare how rules for critical distance translate from individual to collaborative forms of evaluation characterized by their own customary rules for fair evaluation. When an evaluator enters a collaborative evaluation scenario, how are the rules for critical distance amended? Do norms surrounding group dynamics (e.g. maintaining collegiality or deferring to others’ expertise) take priority? How do evaluators maintain critical distance from processes such as ‘group think’?

The argument of this article does not hinge on whether critics’ statements accurately reflect their actions. What is significant is that the gestures they describe would enhance the perceived validity of their judgments. But that leaves open the question of how closely critics’ descriptions of their review process approximate their actual practices. Surely, some critics would seize the opportunity to help out a writer-friend or eviscerate a professional rival. And there are those reviewers who consult what other critics are saying so they can either toe the line or be noticeably contrarian.

While subjectivity of taste is an accepted condition of the art world, legitimate artistic judgment is not wholly subjective. It requires evaluators to ‘add dollops of objectivity’ to the process (Shapin, 2012: 7), to push their judgment toward intersubjectivity, and to aspire to some degree of generality. This is accomplished through critical distance practices that aim to remove corrupting influences and regulate the place of subjectivity in knowledge making about artistic quality. In this, we see significant affinities between the customary rules and procedures for rendering legitimate judgments in art and science so often considered worlds apart.
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1. For example, the virtues of being impersonal and detached are also emphasized in the ideal of objectivity in American journalism, where objective reporting is impartial and ‘cool, rather than emotional’ in tone (Schudson, 1989, 2001: 150).
2. There are three branches of criticism: essayistic, academic, and journalistic (Van Rees, 1983). Essayistic and academic branches of criticism typically involve close analysis of high-culture literature written for a specialized readership (i.e. quarterly literary reviews or academic journals). Journalistic reviewing, in contrast, covers a range of newly
published books for the general readership of a newspaper or magazine. Contrasting newspapers reviews, to critical essays and academic criticism, we see the range of works reviewed, the pool of critics, and the intended audience becomes increasingly specialized (Van Rees, 1983). Journalistic critics write for the broad readerships of general newspapers, so it is inappropriate for them to go into deep literary analysis or use specialized literary jargon in this branch of criticism.

3. This is a variant of what reviewers and ‘how-to’ reviewing manuals (see Drewry, 1966; Hooper, 2010) describe as the critic’s duty to review a book ‘on its own terms’; you should judge the book in front of you and not what you wish the book was about or draw on any other exogenous considerations.

4. In their work on justification, Boltanski and Thévenot (2006) conceptualize multiple modes of justification (or ‘worlds of worth’) with independent logics. For example, the inspired world privileges emotions, creativity, and artistic sensibilities, whereas the world of fame/renown values celebrity, reputation, and public recognition. The authors suggest that ‘the more an argument stays consistent with a single logic then the less open it is to attack or critique’ (p. 219). Book critics who avoid publicity materials (i.e. an object from the world of renown) can be seen as preserving the ‘purity’ of their opinions by limiting their considerations to artistic appreciation (e.g. the inspired world) making their reviews less susceptible to criticism.

5. Lamont (2009) explains that disclosure of personal/professional relations is a customary rule of peer evaluation. But because social networks are shaped by one’s expertise in academia, it is difficult to avoid situations where one is evaluating the work of a close colleague or a colleague’s student. Lamont goes on to explain: ‘Nevertheless, discussions proceed as though panelists were free of these influences’ (p. 128), facilitated by the use of impersonal and universal evaluative language.

6. In scientific peer review (Guetzkow et al., 2004; Lamont, 2009), evaluators report emotional responses (i.e. ‘excitement’) as a means of identifying formal qualities of scientific work (i.e. ‘originality’). And originality is a property of the work under evaluation not the evaluator. This echoes book reviewers’ efforts to project their emotional reactions as readers to the book itself.

7. Though even in science, there are important exceptions. In systematic reviews in medicine, for example, it is increasingly seen as necessary to have multiple people independently coding the data, with some method for resolving differences afterward.
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